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Malcolm Fraser – A Photographic Retrospective

Robert Dunlop – Proustian Interview

Courage by Maria Tumarkin

Fashion by Escada

Lisa Tomasetti, Unwritten Skin, 2007, inkjet print, 1/15, 100 x 100cm. Gallery 101
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I’m just back from a fantastic tour in France 
watching the Rugby World Cup. The rugby 
was disappointing although the Aussies did 
their best. Unfortunately, with rugby becom-
ing big business, teams seem to play it safe 
these days. 

The only passionate team I saw was 
Argentina who have proved that they are 
a force to be reckoned with. Their bronze 
medal match was an absolutely thrilling 
show of attacking rugby. It was an impres-
sive victory. 

However, the biggest excitement of the 
tour was the food and the accommodation. 

with 3 star Michelin restaurants on three 
occasions. We ate some exotic dishes includ-
ing stingray as an entrée and I overdosed 
on duck. Mouthwatering desserts included 

a chocolate arrangement flecked with gold 
leaf. We escaped the tour for one night as 
we were gourmeted out and wanted to try a 
traditional French cuisine of snails in garlic 
and my wife craved a steak. We went to La 
Fontaine de Mars on the Left Bank suggested 
by the concierge at the Bristol, and this was 
one of the highlights, particularly as we were 
seated next to Mick Jagger and his stunning 
girlfriend! He was trying to be incognito but 
hard to do with a profile like that and sitting 
right next to me!

When we got back home we were im-
mediately impressed by how clean and bright 
Australia is and what an easy place to live in. 
As they say, there’s no place like home.

Congratulations to the ‘Aurora 101’ solar 
car team which came third in the recent 
World Solar Challenge. The Aurora Vehicle 

Association turned to solar car development 
in 1987 when Hans Tholstrup devised the 
first trans-continental World Solar Challenge. 
Aurora has been a contestant in every World 
Solar Challenge with an amazing record of 
1 win, 4 seconds, 1 fifth, 1 sixth and one 
crash. 101 Collins Street has been a consistent 
sponsor of this dynamic all-Australian team 
led by Dave Fewchuk, a former University 
engineering colleague of mine.

Have a safe Christmas and New Year.
See you in 2008. Peter 

A friend of anthropologist Katherine Platt 
talking about courage asked where does one 

You have to practise.” Platt identifies courage 
as “an action, not an attribute”. These quotes 
are from Maria Tumarkin’s marvellous book 
“Courage”. We have a précis from her book 
on page 12 which draws a fine line between 
heroism, bravery and courage.

Christmas looms large in this edition, 
with gift ideas and wonderful restaurants for 
all those Christmas celebrations. Harrolds are 
offering a special gift of Creed fragrance to 
a lucky tenant, and Cose Ipanema are giv-
ing away a $200 gift voucher towards your 
next purchase. See their Special Offers on 
the page 3. 

The Italian has announced that it is 
opening a new restaurant in 101 next March 
and Roberto Scheriani is very excited by 
his new venture, but meanwhile their high 
standard is being maintained at The Italian 
in Malthouse Lane. 

The ultimate gift would, of course, be a 
new car – and Lexus of Brighton is the place 
to go. However, if you don’t aim quite so high, 

you might be able to win a night at the five 
star luxurious Park Hyatt hotel. Their dining 
experience includes their restaurant, radii, and 
the new Cuba Lounge for private dining. 

Right now there is an abundance of new 
books in print. I have reviewed three for 
101 tenants. A special favourite is “Slicing 
the Silence” by Tom Griffiths. Anyone who 
has a keen interest in Antarctica must read 
this book. 

Koko Black’s new salon at 52 Collins 
Street is a treat to visit and now you also 
have the opportunity of winning chocolate 
Moments of Indulgence! Hanging Rock Win-
ery, a great supporter of 101, is offering a 
very special bottle of shiraz to a 101 tenant. 
Check out the Competitions Page. 

A restaurant I recently had the opportu-

in Flinders Street. This small intimate space 
with exquisite food is a great addition to the 
restaurant scene in our part of town. They 
are offering you a chance to visit – see their 
offer on the Competitions page.

There’s plenty happening at 101 with the 
recent success of ‘Aurora 101’ at the World 
Solar Challenge, a Proustian interview with 

Robert Dunlop of Macquarie Bank and the Rt. 
Hon. Malcolm Fraser’s terrific photographic 
exhibition in the foyer at 101.

As the French say, “keep your courage 
well-armed.”
Amicalement
Alison
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nity to visit was “felt” at the Hotel Lindrum 

“You do one brave thing and then another. 

It was a Gourmet Experience every day and 

get guts. “Guts is a habit”, her friend replied. 

“ ”

  

“ ”
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It’s now official. Roberto 
Scheriani of The Italian 
will be opening an elegant 
new restaurant in 101 
Collins Street on 25 March 
2008. The restaurant will 
serve breakfast, lunch and 
dinner and be available 
for corporate events. 
The Italian in Malthouse 
Lane continues to be 
open in the interim for 
lunch, dinner and special 
parties. 

PenAgain
The human hand dictates 
the design of the PenAgain. 
You’ll feel the tension of 
writing melt away. They are ergonomic 
with rubber comfort grips, a metal finish and 
are refillable.

The PenAgains are pleasing to the eye 
and are guaranteed to be the most unique 
gift you have ever bought. A great gift for 
gadget lovers at $13.50! 
Their website is www.penagain.com

Hermes 
Journal 
Beautiful leather for 
your next journal 
cover. $350 from 
Hermes 
Melbourne,
115-119 Collins Street.

Simon Johnson Antipasto Gift Pack
Everything you need for a Mediterranean Antipasto 
platter supplied in a French market basket. $130 
from Simon Johnson. It’s just one of their stunning 
hamper range. 
Order online at www.simonjohnson.com

Criss Canning: The Pursuit of 
Beauty by David Thomas 
Criss Canning is one of Australia’s finest 
painters of still life, her enthrallment with 
beauty finding a natural outlet in the im-
agery of flowers. David Thomas has given 
us a vivid picture of an important artist 
whose dedication to her muse has brought 
her close to beauty. The story of Criss 
Canning’s quest in The Pursuit of Beauty is 
inspiring. A perfect gift at $99.

Ikepod Watch 
They say that the watch 
you wear can define 
your personality The 
latest personality state-
ment is the Horizon 
watch from Ikepod 
designed by Austral-
ian Marc Newson. This 
example is platinum 
and 18carat grey gold 
and retails for a mere 
$54,600

Fly a Kite
Share intimate moments 
with the people that 
you love. Traditional 
diamonds ($19) available 
from Kitepower. Check 
out their website on 
www.kitepower.com.au 
for their full range.

The Abici Bicycle
The Abici is a bicycle 
handmade in Italy; a 
beautiful hybrid product 
of old Italian hand 
crafting traditions teamed 
with modern design. 
Not only are they an 
object of beauty, but the 
craftsmanship is superior 
ensuring they last a long 
time.

From $2150 and 
exclusive to RG Madden.

Gift Ideas for Christmas

Competition Winners 
Spring 2007
Drive a Lexus
Chris Jensen, Goldman Sachs JBWere

Noosa Blue Indulgence Weekend 
Cassandra McQueen, Blake Dawson 
Waldron

Tapas Degustation at Terra Rossa
Ray Grech, Challenger Mortgage 
Management

“Collins” Book
Marlene Miller, Freehills

STOP PRESS
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Wishing all our friends at 101
a Merry Christmas and

 a prosperous New Year.
Book your end of year lunch
 or dinner at The Italian now. 
The mezzanine floor is ideal

 for company functions.

THE ITALIAN.

BUON
NATALE!

2 Malthouse Lane, Melbourne  Telephone 03 9654 9499  www.theitalian.com.au
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s with other big, rallying ideas 
such as freedom, justice, truth and 
compassion, courage has gone all 
mushy and mouldy of late. Its mean-
ing has been diluted by cliché and 

thoughtless overuse, its potency tamed by 
opportunism and fear.

For years I have had courage on my 
mind, and so I have written a book with that 
word sitting all alone on the cover, undiluted 
by adjectives or specifications. I stand ready 
to be accused of pomposity and self-indul-
gence. Still the fact is that if you scratch me, 
going past the usual schlock fantasies of 
beauty, sexual wizardry and world domi-
nation, underneath it all you will discover 
an insatiable hunger, a deep longing for a 
courageous life.

Yet there is little that I can see in the 
public sphere or popular culture, filled as it 
is with heroes, quasi-heroes and anti-heroes, 
that shows courage stripped of the rhetorical 
bling. The kind of courage that is neither a 
fantasy nor an idealised virtue, that resists 

being turned into a slogan or a metaphor, 
that embodies rather than transcends our 
humanity.

Self-help, sorry, self-actualisation books, 
urge us to find the courage to be ourselves, 
in other words to embrace triumphantly a 
life of monumental self-absorption. With so 
much energy devoted to snatching out of 
life’s claws the success, recognition and gor-
geous body the “real we’’ so richly deserve, 
what time and space could possibly be left 
for engaging with the world beyond our 
pressing needs?

As to the staples of our moral educa-
tion diet, from Huckleberry Finn to Nelson 
Mandela, or from Pippi Longstocking to Aung 
San Suu Kyi, the examples are many and 

awe-inspiring, yet provide little guidance 
for living or attempting to live a courageous 
life in a country such as Australia, where life 
imprisonment, house arrest and child slavery 
are not generally practised.

The loftier the examples, in fact, the less 
enabling they prove to be for most people 
simply trying to find the nerve to deal with 
everyday injustices, lies and indifference as 
well as their own, often unarticulated, fears.

The natural habitat of courage, as op-
posed to heroism (response to extreme, life-
and-death situations) and bravery (prepared-
ness to risk one’s life), is not a battlefield. It 
is our civic society. It is our daily life.

More often than not, heroism is born of a 
moment. It is how you act in a particular life-
and-death situation: a plane crashes, enemies 
invade, an earthquake shatters a city. With 
their choices unambiguous and starkly lim-
ited, people who display heroism will have 
little time to contemplate their predicament. 
They will act impulsively or compulsively 
and they will act quickly. For their part, acts 
of heroism are informed but by no means 
determined by external circumstances.

Courage is underpinned not by instincts 
or compulsion, but by reflection and inten-
tion, ultimately culminating in a conscious 
choice. Heroising courage, putting it on a 
pedestal, is a way of banishing it from our 

Courage by Maria Tumarkin

Winston Churchill believed that courage was the f irst of human qualities 
“because it is the quality which guarantees all others’’

“What the world needs 
now... is guts, grit, spine, 
heart, balls, verve”

daily lives and thoughts, of obscuring the 
fact that we need courage for just about 
everything: to speak, however softly, in our 
own voice, to be young and to grow old and, 
perhaps most of all, to love.

In ancient Greece, courage was consid-
ered to be the most fundamental of virtues. 
Without it, other virtues (wisdom, temper-
ance, justice) could be neither defended 
nor sustained. Not that long ago this way 
of thinking was still championed by pre-
eminent public figures such as Winston 
Churchill, who believed that courage was 
the first of human qualities “because it is the 
quality which guarantees all others’’. I doubt 
very much that Churchill’s is a commonly 
held view today.

Maria Tumarkin
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Named after the soft green 
lining on its beautifully restored 
billiard table, felt restaurant at the 
Hotel Lindrum offers something 
different...

Now open for breakfast, lunch 
and dinner - relax in the intimate 
surroundings of the stylish yet 
discreet dining room, dressed top 
to toe in chic chocolate furnishings 
and framed in burnt orange silk 
curtains.

Two Course Daily Lunch 

Special for $35 per person, 

including a glass of wine.

Experience the culinary delights of 
Executive Chef - Sharon Robinson

26 Flinders Street Melbourne VIC 3000  Tel: (03) 9668 1111  Email: felt@hotellindrum.com.au  

www.feltrestaurant.com.au

Experience Melbourne in style...experience Hotel Lindrum
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ust 16 months since the tragic loss of the 
famous Aurora 101 solar car in a fire whilst 
competing in a solar car rally in Spain, 

the Aurora team of volunteer enthusiasts have 
bounced back with a new high technology 
solar supercar maintaining the name ‘Aurora 
101’. This sponsorship by 101 continues its 
green focus - managing property in a sustain-
able manner. 

‘Aurora 101’ recently competed in the 
2007 Panasonic World So-
lar Challenge, over 3000 
kilometers from Darwin to 
Adelaide. It took third place 
and was the first Australian 
car over the line. ‘Aurora 
101’ also won the award 
for Best Production Class 
Vehicle and Team Aurora 
won the John Hoerner Spirit 
of the Event Award. 

Aurora has lobbied the Panasonic World 
Solar Challenge organisers to use the rules of 
the event to encourage a new phase of practi-
cality in these sleek wind-cheating solar cars. 
Familiar layouts with upright seating, steering 

Congratulations! 
Aurora 101 bounces back

Christmas at the Park Hyatt
f you’re looking for a special spot for a 
Christmas event or staff celebration, look 
no further than the Park Hyatt. Here you 

have the art-deco radii restaurant or, for pri-
vate dining, the Cuba Lounge, Melbourne’s 
hottest new concept in lounge dining.

The chic radii is well-known for its 
food and wine with James Webb, the chef, 
focusing on fresh ingredients to produce 
remarkable menus. Its architect-designed 
space cascades over five levels, or there 

wheel, pedals, headlights 
and reverse gear are now 
mandatory in the new WSC 
Challenge Class.

In the inaugural World 
Solar Challenge in 1987, 
Aurora entered its first so-
lar car, nicknamed “Chris-

tine” which came in second. For this 20th 
Anniversary Challenge “Christine” was 
entered again, and for a 1987 vintage solar 
car she did amazingly well.

The ‘Aurora 101’ solar car will be on 

is the Tuscan Garden for an outdoor 
experience.

But if you want a private dining space 
with ambience , the wood-panelled Cuba 
Lounge is the place to go. Start with 
pre-dinner cocktails and canapés in the 
lounge then move to a dining table set 
for up to 40 guests. Exquisite artwork 
adorns the walls and its designer furniture 
makes this an ideal spot for Christmas 
– or any time.

For private dining or cocktail bookings, 
phone 9224 1211.
radii restaurant & bar, 
Park Hyatt, Melbourne
1 Parliament Square off, Parliament Place, 
Melbourne 3002
www.radiirestaurant.com.au

display in the Foyer of 101 from 26 November 
for a week. The Aurora Vehicle Association 
will be presented with the Sunrace Enterprise 
Award for its stewardship of Australian solar 
car teams.

Left: Aurora 101 2007.

Far left: Dave Fewchuk 
and John Hoerner 
with 2007 WSC John 
Hoerner Spirit of the 
Event Award.

Below: “Christine”   
Aurora Vehicle 
Association 1987 car 
with John Button and 
Viv Baddeley.
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The place of meditation and 
appreciation for our tenants

GALLERY 101
Ground Level,  
101 Collins Street, Vic 3000
Telephone: (03) 9654 6886  
Facsimile: (03) 9663 0562

Tuesday - Friday 10am - 5pm;  
Saturday 12 - 4pm.
arts@gallery101.com.au
Dianna Gold - Director

26 FEBRUARY – 22 MARCH 2008
ANGELA CAVALIERI
PASSAGGI SCRITTI
Printmaking

Angela Cavalieri surveys the art of writing and storytelling in a 
visual form in her series of monumental, hand-rolled linocuts on 
canvas. Her attraction to text is primarily visual. Using text as image, 
Cavalieri’s ‘words and letters are fragmented, isolated and abstracted, 
and transformed into graphic elements’  and architectural forms that 
reinforce the physical and material presence of the word. 

‘However there is more to Cavalieri’s images than their immedi-
ate visual impact. At the heart of her work there is always a story, 
a story of experience that is inscribed in memory and passed on 
verbally from generation to generation.’ New narratives appear in 
these broken and repaired texts and the grand narratives of the past 
fuse with those of contemporary life.  

Excerpts from catalogue essay by Kirsty Grant, Racconto, ICON 
Museum of Art, 2007.

25 MARCH – 12 APRIL 2008
LISA TOMASETTI  
UNWRITTEN SKIN
Photography

Unwritten Skin comprises a series of photographs of young girls in 
which personal, historical and cultural inscriptions of childhood femi-
ninity intermingle. Tomasetti’s skilful use of light, shadow, colour and 
costume distance us from the actual lives of her subjects and cloak 
the girls in metaphor. Time is stilled, and the sumptuous reds, golds 
and blues imbue the photographs with a dream-like, storybook qual-
ity. The girls’ dresses, bonnets and ruffs, and the velvety blackness 
that envelops them, mimic the paintings of Caravaggio, Vermeer and 
Victorian portraits of quiet, obedient young ladies. However, whereas 
the women and girls of art history are so often compelled to turn 
away from our gaze and keep their thoughts well hidden, Tomasetti’s 
girls engage with us and each other, quietly and intently, and allow 
us to glimpse the depth that resides beneath the surface.

Dr Melissa Miles, Faculty of Art and Design, Monash University

Unwritten 
Skin, inkjet 
print, ed.1/15, 
100 x 100cm
 
Below: 
Parlour, inkjet 
print, ed.1/15, 
100 x 100cm

Above: Isola, 2007, 
hand printed linocut 
& oil paint on 
canvas, 123 x 160cm

Left: Montagna di 
memorie, 2007, 
hand printed linocut 
& oil paint on 
canvas, 205 x 134cm
Photography by Tim 
Gresham.
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seal the deal with a $35 business lunch at radii

Enjoy award-winning flavours as you relax in Melbourne’s best lunchtime venue.

Watch chef James Webb and his crew prepare mouthwatering food, served in a relaxed 

restaurant ambiance unlike any other. 

Our $35 lunch comprises main course, a glass of wine and coffee or tea. 

We’ve also included valet parking – ideal for a quick lunchtime meeting.

Bookings are recommended – 03 9224 1211

Offer valid Monday to Friday only

radii restaurant & bar, Park Hyatt Melbourne

1 Parliament Square, off Parliament Place, Melbourne 3002 

radiirestaurant.com.au

Open seven days a week for breakfast, lunch and dinnerP
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